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FOREWORD FROM OUR DIRECTOR

As the toxicity of the public discourse about the Israeli and Palestinian issue clouds 
pretty much everything, we risk losing perspective as to why we keep and publish 
this tally of dead journalists in the first place.

By INSI Director, Elena Cosentino

Every year, early in January, we set about evaluating 
case by case who gets onto this list of journalists 
killed the previous year, and who doesn’t. It’s a 
bleak task but, usually, not a controversial one. 
It’s not like we are awarding a prize or bestowing 
a privilege. Far from it. No journalists would ever 
wish to be on our list.  

This time, however, adding names to the record 
appears particularly loaded, not just with grief and 
worry, but also with the extra elusive pressure 
of ‘appearing’ impartial, in addition to obviously 
being it.

Of course, we are talking about the Middle East 
and the shocking number of journalists who’ve 
been killed there within the space of only 12 
weeks, mostly but not only in Gaza.

We decided it was important to publish all the 
pictures we could find on the cover of our report. 
They happened to be mostly smiling faces. They 
include the four Israeli journalists who were 
killed in the Hamas attack of October 7, all the 
Palestinian journalists killed in Gaza and our 
colleagues killed in Lebanon.

This decision is a break with our conventional 
format, and there is a good reason for it.

All of us in the media safety sphere, keeping a 
tally of journalists’ deaths every year, broadly 
follow the same criteria. We agree that only those 
who perished in the line of work, or because 
of their job, should be included. Despite minor 
variations (some may include car accidents while 
on assignment, others may not), we always reach 
similar final tallies.

Not this time though, as the published estimates 
of journalists killed worldwide in 2023 wildly 
range between 43 and 150, mostly depending 
on how many Gazan fatalities are included in 
the count. Each end of this range represents 
either the lowest or the highest death toll among 
journalists in more than a decade.

Which is it then?

By following the usual set of criteria, all we can 
superficially establish, at this stage, is that a 
little over a dozen journalists were killed across 

the Middle East last year because of their job. In 
the specific case of Gaza, these would only be 
those who were killed while they were out in the 
street, on the job, holding a camera, pointing 
a microphone, asking a question. But not, for 
instance, those killed in their homes.

There is a rationale for sticking with these criteria. 
A logical argument, at least on the surface. 
How else can we reliably compare and contrast 
changes, or analyse trends if we use different 
criteria for different years?

However, by adding that number to the rest of the 
world’s deaths, which was lower in 2023, we have 
what may look like the best news in journalism 
safety in over two decades.

But is it, really?

We chose to publish the pictures of the journalists 
killed in 2023 in the Middle East on our front page 
to remind us all that these aren’t numbers, but 
people, and it’s the story of their lives and deaths 
that we need to reflect on, when preparing for 
what the years ahead may bring.

Numbers do matter but context matters 
even more. For instance, 2023 saw a drastic 
decrease in the number of journalists killed 
in Latin America, including ‘only’ 5 in Mexico 
compared to 16 the previous year. The number 
may appear to suggest that the situation has 
improved, particularly for those who cover 
traditionally dangerous beats such as corruption 
or organised crime. But has it? With impunity 
statistics still at abysmal levels in the region, 
I can’t shake the suspicion that the carnage of 
2022 may have simply deterred many colleagues 
from embarking on such essential journalistic 
work in 2023, knowing that it may well translate 
into a death sentence. That would not be exactly 
a victory for journalism either.

Equally, casualties in Ukraine were lower in 2023 
but surely not because the war became safer to 
cover. Numbers are likely down because fewer 
journalists went there.

So let us remind ourselves why we collect and 
publish details of journalists’ deaths every year.

We chose to publish the pictures of the journalists killed in 2023 in the 
Middle East on our front page to remind us all that these aren’t numbers, but 
people, and it’s the story of their lives and deaths that we need to reflect on, 
when preparing for what the years ahead may bring.

Elena Cosentino, INSI director

Cover: Faces of the journalists and media support workers who were killed in Palestine, 
Israel and Lebanon in 2023; This page:  Colleagues and family members pray over the 

body of Al Jazeera cameraman Samer Abudaqa, who was killed by Israeli bombardment, 
during his funeral in Khan Yunis on December 16, 2023. ©Mahmud HAMS / AFP
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Al Jazeera Arabic journalist Samer Abudaqa, 
who was killed on December 15 by Israeli 
drone attack in Khan Younis. Screengrab / 
Al Jazeera 
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We do it to remember and honour the sacrifice of 
colleagues who have lost their lives for journalism. 
We also do it, crucially, to keep a very close eye 
on the evolving threats and risks to journalists - 
so that we can prevent them, mitigate them, or 
advocate against them. 

We don’t include in our list those who die of 
causes unrelated to journalism– such as old age, 
illness or everyday accidents. Sad but ordinary 
facts of life do not constitute a useful barometer 
of the vulnerabilities of our profession. If and 
when they did, we should include them too.

But there is nothing ordinary about the carnage 
of journalists in the Middle East, and particularly 
in Gaza, in 2023. None of the colleagues whose 
addition to the list may be disputed had a fatal 
heart attack on the job, or was run over by a bus 
on their way to the supermarket.

All those whose deaths we are ‘evaluating’ were 
working while desperately trying to survive, have 
seen their loved ones die and then have been 
killed themselves, all the while being right at the 
centre of the most consequential story of their 
times, and possibly of ours too. 

It will be for others to establish who was 
intentionally targeted or otherwise. And 
accountability must be achieved at all costs. 

But could anyone really suggest that journalists 
in Gaza, in the final three months of 2023, were 
working 9 to 5? And that they shouldn’t be 
counted in our tally because when they died at 
night under a bomb they were not ‘on the job’? 
Would foreign journalists killed in an attack on 
their hotel not have been counted?

These are extraordinary circumstances. Even 
if they wanted, none of the journalists, we and 

others have chosen to include, really had a 
chance to stop being a journalist, to stop bearing 
witness. Did an Israeli journalist linger a minute 
too long to take a picture, as journalists often 
do, rather than running from the killers on the 
prowl in his kibbutz? Was a young Gazan reporter 
reaching for her work notebook or mobile, to 
record her precious observations at the end of 
an exhausting day spent scrambling for food and 
water, when a missile hit her bedroom killing 
her and 20 members of her family? Would that 
count as being killed while on the job? Or is our 
profession reduced to the mechanical gesture of 
hitting record on a camera or holding a pen in 
your hand when death strikes from the sky?

The surreal nature of such considerations 
persuaded us of the need to have a different 
approach this time. One where we accepted that 
we may never know exactly what our colleagues 
were doing, thinking or planning at the moment 
of their death. 

But there is no denying that every corner of 
that region of the world, and specifically, Gaza, 
is a news story worth telling at present.  Since, 
shockingly, outside news teams are still prevented 
from properly covering it, every single journalist 
there inevitably represents a crucial piece of that 
story. The piece they had already told, the one 
they were working on, and the one they’ll never 
be able to tell. 

Whether we include those colleagues’ names 
in the cold statistics or not, their deaths should 
not be dismissed as ‘inevitable’, nor met 
with widespread indifference, particularly by 
democratic governments at large. That this is 
happening should send shivers down our spines 
and prompt us to prepare for even worse to come.



USA1

Ukraine3

Syria2

Mozambique1

Afghanistan2

India1

China1

Rwanda1

Somalia1

Lesotho1

Honduras1

Colombia1

Lebanon3

Philippines2

4Israel

1Mali5Mexico

3Cameroon

77Palestinian Territories

1Albania

1Sudan
2Bangladesh

TOTAL KILLED 116

A journalist demands justice for the 
killing of newspaper correspondent 
Luis Martin Sanchez Iniguez, who 
was found slain in the northern 
Mexican state of Nayarit on July 8. 
©Ulises RUIZ / AFP
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COUNTRY OF DEATH
JOURNALISTS KILLED THE NUMBERS

Haiti 1

Mourners place candles in a room of Radio 
Amplitude FM in Yaoundé in tribute to journalist 
Martinez Zogo, who was abducted and later 
found dead at the beginning of 2023.  
©Daniel Beloumou OLOMO / AFP

Journalists demonstrate to demand the 
release of their colleague Jean Lorthé and 
his two relatives, in Port-au-Prince, Haiti on 
February 14, 2023.  ©Richard PIERRIN / AFP

Al Jazeera Arabic journalist Samer Abudaqa, 
who was killed on December 15 by an Israeli air 
raid in Khan Younis. Screengrab / Al Jazeera 

A wounded journalist holds a camera tripod 
near the site of a bomb blast during an event 
commemorating the media in Mazar-i-Sharif on 
March 11, 2023, which killed one journalist and a 
media support worker. ©Atif ARYAN / AFP

AFP journalist Arman 
Soldin walks in a trench 
as he is covering the 
war in Ukraine on March 
18, 2023. Arman was 
killed by a rocket strike 
in Chasiv Yar on May 9. 
©Aris MESSINIS / AFP
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Mourners attend the funeral of fellow journalists Said al-Taweel 
and Mohammed Sobh who were killed in an Israeli airstrike on 

Gaza City on October 10, 2023. ©Bashar TALEB / AFP

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
JOURNALISTS KILLED THE NUMBERS

Mexico

Israel

Lebanon Cameroon

Afghanistan PhilippinesBangladesh Syria

Albania MozambiqueMali Lesotho

China IndiaColombia France Haiti Honduras

USARussia SudanRwanda Somalia Ukraine

Palestinian Territories 77
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AKMAL TABIAN • HOSEIN NADERI • PAL KOLA • ASHIQUL ISLAM • GOLAM RABBANI NADIM • ANYE NDE NSOH • JEAN-JACQUES OLA BEBE • MARTINEZ ZOGO • SUN LIN • LUIS GABRIEL PEREIRA • ARMAN SOLDIN • 

DUMESKY KERSAINT • FRANCISCO RAMÍREZ • SHASHIKANT WARISHE • AYELET ARNIN • ROEE IDAN • SHAI REGEV • YANIV ZOHAR • FARAH OMAR • ISSAM ABDALLAH • RABIH MAAMARI • RALIKONELO JOKI • ABDOUL 

AZIZ DJIBRILLA • SHAIMA EL-GAZZER •IYAD MATAR • ABISAÍ PÉREZ ROMERO • GERARDO TORRES RENTERÍA • LUIS MARTIN SANCHEZ INIGUEZ • MARCO AURELIO RAMÍREZ HERNÁNDEZ • NELSON MATUS PEÑA • JOÃO 

CHAMUSSE • ABDALLAH ALWAN • ABDELHALIM AWAD • ABDUL KARIM ODEH • ABDULHADI HABIB • ABDULLAH DARWISH • ADEL ZOROB • ADHAM HASSOUNA • AHMAD JAMAL AL MADHOUN • AHMED ABU MHADI • 

AHMED AL-QARA • AHMED FATIMA • AHMED KHAIREDDINE • AHMED SHEHAB • ALAA TAHER AL-HASSANAT • AMAL ZOHD • AMRO SALAH ABU HAYAH • ASSAAD SHAMLAKH • ASSEM AL-BURSH • ASSEM KAMAL MOUSSA • 

AYAT KHADOURA • BILAL JADALLAH • DUAA SHARAF • HANEEN KASHTAN • HASSAN FARAJALLAH • HASSOUNEH SALIM • HISHAM ALNWAJHA • HUSAM MUBARAK • HUTHAIFA LULU • IBRAHIM MOHAMMAD LAFI • IMAD 

AL-WAHIDI • ISSAM BHAR • JABR ABU HADROUS • JAMAL AL-FAQAAWI • JAMAL HANIEH • KHALIL ABU AATHRA • MAJD FADL ARANDAS • MAJED KASHKO • MOHAMAD AL-BAYYARI • MOHAMAD AL-IFF • MOHAMED ABU 

HASSIRA • MOHAMED AL JAJA • MOHAMED AZZAYTOUNIYAH • MOHAMED FAYEZ ABU MATAR • MOHAMED KHAIREDDINE • MOHAMED KHALIFEH • MOHAMED MOUIN AYYASH • MOHAMED NABIL AL-ZAQ • MOHAMED 

NASER ABU HUWAIDI • MOHAMMAD BALOUSHA • MOHAMMAD EL-SALHI • MOHAMMAD JARGHOUN • MOHAMMED ABU HATAB • MOHAMMED ALI • MOHAMMED IMAD LABAD • MOHAMMED SOBH • MONTASER AL-

SAWAF • MOSSAB ASHOUR • MOSTAFA BAKEER • MOSTAFA EL SAWAF • NAZMI AL-NADIM • NERMIN QAWWAS • OLA ATALLAH • RAMI BADIR • ROSHDI SARRAJ • SAED AL-HALABI • SAEED AL-TAWEEL • SALAM MEMA • SALMA 

MKHAIMER • SAMEEH AL-NADY • SAMER ABUDAQA • SARI MANSOUR • SHAIMA EL-GAZZAR • YAACOUB AL-BARSH • YAHYA ABU MANIH • YASSER ABU NAMOUS • YOUSEF MAHER DAWAS • CRESENCIANO BUNDUQUIN 

• JUAN JUMALON • ROSTISLAV ZHURAVLEV • JOHN WILLIAMS NTWALI • ABDIFATAH MOALIM NUR (QEYS) • HALIMA IDRIS SALIM • FIRAS AL-AHMAD • NAJM EL-DIN FAISAL HAJ SINAN • BOGDAN BITIK • DYLAN LYONS

WE PAY TRIBUTE TO ALL JOURNALISTS  
WHO HAVE LOST THEIR LIVES IN 2023

Demonstrators lift portraits of Reuters journalist Issam Abdallah 
and Al-Mayadeen TV reporter Farah Omar, killed in separate 
instances while covering the frequent exchanges of fire across 
Lebanon’s border with Israel, in Beirut on December 8, 2023. 
©Joseph EID / AFP
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A tribute to AFP video journalist Arman Soldin in London, who 
was killed on May 9, by rocket fire near Chasiv Yar in eastern 
Ukraine. ©Justin TALLIS / AFP

JOURNALISTS KILLED THE NUMBERS

STATUS IN COUNTRY OF DEATH

International

Local114

2

CONTEXT OF DEATH

Non-conflict

Conflict94
116

116

22

PROFESSIONAL POSITION

Support worker

Journalist/Media worker101

15
116
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Reporters take cover upon hearing sirens warning of an incoming 
rocket attack from Gaza, in the southern Israeli city of Sderot, on 
October 23, 2023, amid ongoing battles between Israel and the 
Palestinian group Hamas. ©Jack GUEZ / AFP

CAUSE OF DEATH

1 Three deliberately run over by cars, two bodies found with signs of violence.

Crossfire 88

Shooting 14

Other non-natural1 5

Explosion 4

Knife attack 2

Beating 2

Torture 1

2 Suspects identified and/or arrests made.

PERPETRATOR

Crossfire 88

Unknown assailant(s) 18

Individual(s)2 6

Armed militants 3

Police 1

3 No clear link to specific story type or area of operations.

DEATHS UNRELATED TO WAR REPORTING

Corruption 7

Investigating crime 6

Unclear3 5

Politics 3

Investigating drugs 1

JOURNALISTS KILLED THE NUMBERS
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INSI member Reuters’ journalist 
Issam Abdallah, who was killed 

by Israeli tank shells fired on his 
position in southern Lebanon 

on October 13, 2023. 
Screengrab / Reuters

WAR/CONFLICT ZONE REPORTING

JOURNALISTS KILLED THE NUMBERS

With police/military escort

Embedded

Non-embedded91

94 2

1

LEGAL OUTCOME⁴

4 This does not include indiscriminate bombings, suicide bombings or crossfire.
⁵ Suspects have been charged or convicted.
⁶ Suspects have been identified or arrests made.

Identification + legal proceedings⁵

Identification⁶

No identification + no legal proceedings20

426

2



International News Safety Institute
℅ Thomson Reuters
5 Canada Square
Floor 8
Canary Wharf
London E14 5AQ

 info@newssafety. org
 www. newssafety. org
 @INSInews

Family and friends of Palestinian cameraman Mohammed Alaloul try to console him after two 
of his children and his brother were killed in an Israeli strike on the Al-Maghazi refugee camp 
in Deir Balah in the central Gaza Strip on November 5, 2023. ©Mahmud HAMS / AFP




